A Change of Heart: Probing how chronic alcoholism alters cellular signaling of heart
muscle
San Diego, Calif. – Beyond the personal tragedy of chronic alcoholism there is heartbreak in the
biological sense, too. Scientists know severe alcoholism stresses the heart and that mitochondria,
the cellular energy factories, are especially vulnerable to dysfunction. But they don't know the
precise mechanism.
Now new experiments led by a team at the Wadsworth Center of the New York State Department
of Health in Albany, and Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia, may provide insights into
possible modes of heart damage from alcohol. The teams presented their findings at the 56th
Annual Meeting of the Biophysical Society (BPS), held Feb. 25-29 in San Diego, Calif.
Using a technique called electron microscopic tomography, the Albany group produced the first
3D images of mitochondria and discovered tiny tethers linking mitochondria to another cell
compartment, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where calcium is stored. A clue about the role of
these tethers was provided by collaborative experiments with the Philadelphia group. Normally
mitochondria take up very little calcium but, as mitochondria get closer to the ER, calcium uptake
increases. Calcium overload damages mitochondria, shutting down energy production and
leading to cell death.
The researchers looked at calcium regulation and cell structure in the pumping chambers of two
groups of laboratory rats to find clues to how hearts are damaged by alcohol consumption. One
group of rats was healthy and one was fed alcohol for six months.
The 3D images the team produced clearly show that the mitochondria of alcohol-fed rats are
disorganized. The primary focus of the team’s ongoing analysis is the mitochondrial interface with
the ER – in particular, characterization of the length, number, and distribution of tethers, which
could explain the observed dysfunction of heart mitochondria.
"We're hoping our ongoing 3D analysis, coupled with the functional information provided by our
colleagues at Thomas Jefferson, will help answer the question of how alcohol causes heart
disease," says biophysicist and lead Albany researcher Carmen Mannella, Ph.D. "If we can
understand how chronic alcoholism disrupts fundamental functions such as calcium signaling,
then hopefully that information can be used to design preventive or corrective therapies to save
hearts – and lives – of those suffering from the disease of alcoholism."
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ABOUT THE 2012 ANNUAL MEETING
Each year, the Biophysical Society Annual Meeting brings together over 6,000 research scientists
in the multidisciplinary fields representing biophysics. With more than 4,000 poster presentations,
over 200 exhibits, and more than 20 symposia, the BPS Annual Meeting is the largest meeting of
biophysicists in the world. Despite its size, the meeting retains its small-meeting flavor through its
subgroup meetings, platform sessions, social activities, and committee programs.
The 56th Annual Meeting will be held at the San Diego Convention Center (111 W. Harbor Drive,
San Diego, CA 92101), located three miles from the San Diego International Airport and less than
one mile from the Amtrak station. The San Diego Trolley has two stops directly in front of the
Center at Harbor Drive/First Avenue and Harbor Drive/Fifth Avenue.
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Meeting Home Page:
http://www.biophysics.org/2012meeting/Main/tabid/2386/Default.aspx

Program Abstracts and Itinerary Planner:
http://www.abstractsonline.com/plan/start.aspx?mkey=%7B5B4BAD87%2D5B6D%2D4994%2D8
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ABOUT BPS
The Biophysical Society (BPS), founded in 1956, is a professional scientific society established to
encourage development and dissemination of knowledge in biophysics. The Society promotes
growth in this expanding field through its annual meeting, monthly journal, and committee and
outreach activities. Its 9000 members are located throughout the U.S. and the world, where they
teach and conduct research in colleges, universities, laboratories, government agencies, and
industry. For more information on the Society or the 2012 Annual Meeting, visit
www.biophysics.org.
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